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CONCEPT
I.D.PLAST a company specialized
in manufacturing of plastic tiles,
has developed a single concept of
tennis surface covering : DALL’SET®.
Both for indoor or outdoor use,
DALL’SET® consists of patended
thermoplastic surface and game linetiles that are clipped any together to
form a tennis court of the required
size.

Tennis Party
City Hall - Paris - June 2013

Teaching Process
PROCESS Teaching child tennis on an
adult court inevitably leads to failure.
To learn the right technics, children must
practice with adequate equipment (size
of the racket, height of net, size of ball)
on a court adapted to their size.The use
of DALL’SET® surface covering of different colours allows child to :

* Learn more easily and with more fun
as children are very sensitive to colours.
*Get a better overall view of the court.
*Get a better view of the different areas.
*Learn to serve diagonally.
®

Available in different sizes, DALL’SET
playing surfaces provide enjoyment and
comfort to tennis players and learners of
all ages.

Modular Structure
Besides its many advantages,
DALL’SET® offers a wide variety
of playing surfaces, from private
courts to professional sports clubs.
The DALL’SET® range includes several sizes ranging from the

standard 36 metres adult court to
the mini tennis court for children,
among different other possibilities.
DALL’SET® is also available as
a portable kitperfectly adapted to
short term events and tournaments.
The kit includes a mini tennis court
surface (easy and quick assembly and
dismantling), a net and two poles.

Technical
DALL’SET® surface covering is
made of modular surface and game
line tiles, secured together with
patented clips. The tiles are made
of injection moulded thermoplastic
material, they are resistant to wear,
self-draining, distortion proof and
recyclable.

Norme
EU14 877
(10-2013)

Physical properties in conformity with norm
EU14 877 (10-2013) LABOSPORT

Economic

Technical Data

DALL’SET® is the real answer
to any needs for resurfacing
your used tennis courts.
DALL’SET® can easily touch
down above your existing
tennis court. It is a cost saving
investment.

* Ball bounce complies

with norm NF 90.104

* All colours UV resistant
* Tile size : 33 x 33 cm
* Tile thickness : 1.5 cm
* Tile weight : 400 g
* Material : natural polypropylene
added rubber UV stability

FLOOR PLAN

LAYOUT

18 meters intermediate
Tennis Court
15 meters Mini Tennis Court

12 meters Mini Tennis Court
The 12 meters court is made of
1 458 tiles 33 x 33 cm for an overall surface of 162 square meters,
ie 18 x 9 m.

The 15 meters court is made of 1 701
tiles 33 x 33 cm for an overall surface
of 189 square meters, ie 21 x 9 m.
Suitable for children aged 7 to 9.

Suitable for children aged 4 to 7.

POSSIBILITY TO RENT
Mini Tennis 12 - 15 - 18 m2

The 18 meters court is made of 2 592
tiles 33 x 33 cm for an overall surface
of 288 square meters, ie 24 x 12 m.
Suitable for children aged 9 to 12.

Training Center
A standard adult tennis court can
be turned into four 12 meters mini
tennis courts.The training center is
made of 5 832 tiles 33 x 33 cm.

Progressive Tennis Surface
It is perfectly possible to regroup on
a single adult court the three different surfaces already mentionned, so
that the instructor can adapt the size
of the playing surface to the child’s
age to guaranty optimal results. The
progressive tennis surface is made of
5832 tiles 33 x 33 cm for an overalls
surface of 648 square meters, ie 36
x 18 m.

The progressive surface includes:

* One 12 meters mini tennis court
* One 15 meters mini tennis court
* One intermed iate tennis court
* One collective playing surface

36 meters standard
adult court
The 36 metres court is made of 5 832
tiles 33 x 33 cm for an overall surface
of 648 square meters, ie 36 x 18 m.

ID PLAST know how leads to meet your request and to move you all the
colours you wish.

assembly

colours
Mini-Tennis court

1

All DALL’SET®
colours
are officially
recognized
and approved
for use on public
tennis courts.

tools

2

3

* 1 rubber mallet

* 1 cutter or hand saw
* 1 pair of gloves
* 1 assembly

instruction manual
provided

basic rules
* Respect orientation of tiles

(positioning of clip holes)
* Start with bottom left

* Work in rows

(horizontal or vertical)

Standards Adultes court

MANUFACTURING
DALL’SET® tennis courts
are manufactured
in our factory
and are conformed
to ISO 9002 rules.
Delivery time :
4 weeks after receipt
of your order.

maintenance
Maintening DALL’SET®
playing surface
is extremely simple.

* Once a year :
clean the DALL’SET® tiles
with a high pressure cleaner.
* Once every 3 to 5 years

: depending on indoor or
outdoor layout : remove the
tiles square metre by square
metre, clean them with a high
pressure cleaner, remove dust
and ball bits on hard ground
underneath with
an industrial vaccum-cleaner
and reassemble. Use cleaning
products recommended for
the maintenance
of plastic products only.

packaging
DALL’SET® tiles are packaged on 110 x 110 cm palettes; shrinkwrapped,
strapped and labelled
to the customer’s address.
Assembly : 9 tiles per square
meter on base.
Delivery on tailboard truck
for easy unloading.
Each palette is made of 630
tiles, i.e 70 square meters
(Gross weight : 260 kg)

I.D. PLAST SAS
Parc IndustrIel sud
01100 BELLIGNAT - FRANCE
Tél. +33 (0)4 74 75 14 91
Port. +33 (0)6 86 64 05 90
isabelle.collomb@idplast.com
www.idplast.com
N° SIRET 404 951 311 00053

